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Summary
The article is devoted to the study of the success in the system of higher education in the USA and Ukraine. This concept in higher education has interested scholars in recent decades and has caused many debates about determining student progress. At the end of the twentieth century in the United States, student achievement was measured by quantitative indicators that demonstrated the effectiveness of higher education. But the gradual change in the higher education priorities, the characteristics of the students, the need to improve the educational process has led to a revision of the definition of this phenomenon and provoked a number of studies to expand this concept, creating models of success. The modern definition of student success in US higher education establishments involves academic success and the development of the necessary personality traits, skills and abilities for further self-realization. Ukrainian researchers consider success as a category of pedagogical psychology, as this concept concerns, first of all, the personal development of the student, the skills and abilities of useful interaction. At the same time, a number of studies made by Ukrainian educators are devoted to the issue of academic success, which is also considered as a qualitative development of the student’s personality. Unfortunately, compared to the United States, Ukraine does not have sufficient data on the quality of higher education, there are no experimental studies of success models for students. There is a lack of information on further self-realization of students, their employment. Thus comparing student success in the two countries, it can be concluded that there is a difference in understanding of this concept by American and Ukrainian scholars, the issue of retention, persistence and graduation is not sufficiently developed by Ukrainian educators. The problem to find the ways to improve higher education is common, but its development, as well as the creation of models for achieving success is not sufficiently represented in Ukrainian scientific discourses.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that there is a clear relation between higher education and success because the process of education contributes to many aspects of success, for example, forms the ability of students to rule their own lives (competence in life and time management),
helps to grow the abilities and opportunities (personal growth), set and achieve goals (purpose in life). Perhaps people with a developed level of such characteristics can show strong persistence in the higher education process, so in this way, success can determine the achievement of the goals of higher education. Both interpretations can be plausible, suggesting that higher education and success are interrelated. However, it seems that the predominant direction of influence is the first, which means that education contributes to the important achievement of individual skills and self-realization. The experience gained in higher education establishment can provide the access to greater income and opportunities, but also probably can develop the skills and strategies which are necessary to overcome difficulties and obstacles in the life of a student (Ryff, 2018). So the main purpose of Ukrainian higher education is to form highly educated people with developed cultural and spiritual needs, diverse knowledge. According to H. Shevchenko, a famous Ukrainian scientist, «it is very important to bring up students with the high level of value consciousness and the critical thinking ability who would eager to develop their unique individuality, strive for the highest aspirations» (Shevchenko, 2017). Such qualities are very important for any person because they help to achieve success. But the definition of success is still the subject of scientific discussions and among scholars, educators, policymakers, employers, students themselves there are different points of view. The main task of the article is to present different ideas and describe the definitions of student success in American and Ukrainian higher education systems, compare them, and define the main problems in this field.

2. Defining Student Success in the USA

In the XXI century, the interest in this problem arose with the new force, especially in the USA, where a lot of efforts were made to define student success and develop student success frameworks in higher education. For a long time, student success was «defined using traditional measures of academic achievements, such as scores on standardized college entry exams, college grades, and credit hours earned in consecutive terms, which represent progress toward the degree» (Kuh et al. 2006:5). This approach narrows the term of students’ success in higher education only to indicate academic performance correlated with the average score (GPA), completion rating, and other similar measurable indicators of success. Perhaps it is used to show the effectiveness of universities and colleges in measurable indicators like clear evidence of student learning process and for decades measuring other more complex or abstract dimensions of student success can be a more difficult task for plenty of institutions. J. Hearn (2006) noted that one of the challenges in measuring other aspects of success may be the difficulty of identifying indicators that should be «understandable, measurable, cost-effective, and reflect key policy challenges» (Hearn, 2006).

In 2016, Jillian Kinzie and George Kuh made a review of student success frameworks for the Lumina Foundation, in which they proposed the different definitions of «success» «depending on who uses the term for what purposes with what audiences» (Kinzie & Kuh, 2016:10). According to their review, each of the stakeholders has its meaning for student success. Researchers noted that the term «success» is often used to refer to the efforts that higher education institutions can make to help students achieve their learning aspirations. This is often manifested in the expansion of access to education for certain socially disadvantaged groups of students (development of certain educational programs, adaptation or preparatory courses, providing some additional services). Another definition of student success is used as a conclusion about the individual or group level of achievements. From the perspective of state and federal
politicians, student success typically means access to low-cost higher education, short-term study, a degree, employment, and post-university earnings. For colleges and universities student success can mean «first-year student retention, student persistence to completion, content knowledge gains, engagement in educational processes that foster a high-quality undergraduate experience, and even students’ success» (Kinzie & Kuh, 2016). Other definitions of student success relate to the organization of greater inclusiveness and the achievement of equal rights of students or increasing the level of academic readiness for higher education. These definitions give us the broad perspectives of the «student success» study. In 2006 it was defined «as academic achievement, engagement in educationally purposeful activities, satisfaction, acquisition of desired knowledge, skills and competencies, persistence, attainment of educational objectives, and post-college performance» (Kuh et al. 2006:7). Ten years later the given definition was «student success is broadly defined as increased numbers of diverse student groups participating in high-quality educational experiences, earning high-quality credentials (degrees, certifications, certificates)» (Kinzie & Kuh, 2016:3). As we can see some new aspects appear in the latter definition and the influence of many factors including some characteristics of students become very popular in academic discourse. Modern concerns about unequal access to higher education, different learning conditions, and growing research on the ethnic, gender, and cultural diversity of the student population have provided new grounds for reconsidering the basis for identifying and enriching different dimensions of success (Kinzie & Kuh, 2017). In this way, it can be demonstrated, that student success consists of various elements. From this point of view, higher education should provide an experience of positive transformational change for the young person, and should not be a limited process focused only on increasing the quantitative results of testing or examination. Researchers emphasize the importance of a clear distinguishing between short-term learning outcomes – assessments and long-term educational outcomes – personal and professional achievements (Kim et al., 2010). Recent research on the perspectives of goals, challenges, and needs of college students revealed the fact that students had a complex understanding of success, which included at least two different dimensions: academic achievement and personal development (Wolff-Eisenberg & Braddlee, 2018). The problems that the study participants suffered in college influenced the formation of their learning experience and prospects for success. Most challenges arose mainly at the intersection of their academic and personal lives – work, education, finance, childcare, language problems, transport, and the use of resources and services. While some students with families and jobs tried to balance house chores and college, others reported having problems with English language use (reading, writing, and/or speaking). Moreover, some students found it was difficult to get to college by public transport, given the additional costs and unreliability of transportation, while others were frustrated by the inability to use the necessary resources of the campus. So, it is clear that students have different priorities, try to find the necessary time and opportunities, review the goals. All this should be taken into account defining the success because «student success is not just the enrolment and transition of students from course to course, it is, above all, redesigning institutions to support students in the complex interaction of their life experiences» (Higher Learning Commission, 2018:2). It is obvious to recognize that higher education should take into account all the different aspects of student development to identify an expanded set of indicators which include the diversity of elements vital to students’ overall success. Frankly speaking about the definition of student success it is necessary to admit that it is a multidimensional concept that includes different and equally important student outcomes, suggesting that higher education should not be focused solely on knowledge, but should also develop personality and form different useful skills. A more detailed analysis of modern concepts of student success in the USA,
their trends and peculiarities were given in our previous articles (Kozmenko, 2019; Kozmenko, 2019; Kozmenko, 2020). The importance of a holistic approach to student success that includes both personal and educational goals is emphasized by modern tendencies of US higher education (Cuseo, 2007). According to this approach, the most important trend in promoting student success is its definition in terms of positive student outcomes (a sense of personal significance, self-efficacy, determination, active learning process involvement, reflective thinking, social integration, self-awareness). Only a combination of these indicators should stimulate students to succeed (Cuseo, 2007). But in examining student success, American educators recognize the presence of barriers for students to succeed. Among them is the change in the characteristics of the «traditional» student, the high transfer of students among institutions, a significant extension of the terms of higher education, a low percentage of graduation. «Half of the students who begin college never finish» was said by American president Obama. (Obama, 2009, February 24). In 2012 the American Association of Community Colleges proclaimed that «Fewer than half (46%) of students who enter community colleges intending to earn a degree or certificate have attained that goal, transferred to a baccalaureate institution, or are still enrolled 6 years later» (AACC, 2012, April:9). In 2020 according to the National Center for Education Statistics «At 2-year degree-granting institutions overall, 33 percent of first-time, full-time undergraduate students who began seeking a certificate or associate’s degree in fall 2015 attained it within 150 percent of the normal time required for completion of these programs (an example of completing a credential within 150 percent of the normal time is completing a 2-year degree within 3 years). Besides, <...>15 percent of students had transferred to another institution, 11 percent remained enrolled in their first institution, and 41 percent were no longer enrolled in their first institution and had not been reported as a transfer at a different institution» (Undergraduate Retention and Graduation Rates, April 2020). Many efforts are done to overcome these problems and the development, implementation, and evaluation of policies about student success framework will help a lot. The main conclusions about student success were introduced by Perna & Thomas (2006). They proposed 6 main ideas to better understand the complexity of difficulties. According to them «1) student success is a longitudinal process; 2) multiple theoretical approaches inform understanding of student success; 3) student success is shaped by multiple levels of context [individual student, family, school, and social, economic and policy contexts]; 4) the relative contribution of different disciplinary perspectives [education, psychology, sociology, and economics], to understanding student success varies; 5) multiple methodological approaches contribute to the knowledge of student success; and 6) student success processes vary across groups» (Perna & Thomas, 2006:26). Thus this framework can contribute to the development of a common understanding of student success in the USA. Using such principles in other countries, especially in Ukraine, provides clear perspectives of this problem. «The framework offers a guide to the development, implementation, and evaluation of student success policies and practices, and encourages policymakers, practitioners, and researchers to view student success interventions as part of a broader and longitudinal process» (Kinzie & Kuh, 2017:7).

3. Main ideas of Ukrainian authors about success

In our state, the problem of student success is based on employing theories and research from sociology, economics, psychology, education, philosophy, and others. Like American scientists our scholars demonstrate different points of view at this concept, regarding it as an «academic achievement», «life effectiveness», «personal development» etc. In this article, we
will discuss the main ideas of Ukrainian authors. Having considered student success by many approaches, the role of higher education is appreciated very much. During the educational process, a person with critical thinking skills, culture, and the ability to innovate can be up brought. It may influence the development of both the successful personal future and state prosperity. Different socio-cultural conditions dictate a different understanding of success, however, the changes taking place in Ukrainian society in recent years, as well as modern globalization processes necessitate the development of a certain system of criteria that determines success regardless of social conditions. It is not a top-secret that the modern understanding of student success in Ukraine is influenced by Western traditions and values. This fact is proved by several linguistic researchers. For example, the work of Kaslova & Chernova (2010) about the cultural-linguistic interpretation of success gives the analysis of the concept of «success». The conclusion was made about the success core in the English language picture of the world are concepts such as «result, happy outcome»; «accomplishment, attainment»; «fame, being known». This term in everyday life is associated with a high position in something; a lot of money; respect; efforts; admiration; and many other definitions: aim, purpose, wealth, social status, luck, something that people like, effect, work in a satisfactory way, to intend, prosperity, advance, succession. The concept of «success» has almost the same understanding in our language picture: the achievement of the desired, the purpose; social recognition (approval, attention, reputation, glory); luck (Kaslova & Chernova, 2010). In the Ukrainian language, the concept of success is regarded in two senses. The first is defined as a positive consequence of work, business; significant achievements, the second means public recognition, approval of something, someone’s achievements. Success usually is considered in a certain type of activity, which should be accompanied by the presence of certain successes, i.e. achievements, victories, etc.

So, the concept of understanding «success» in our and Western cultures is similar in certain aspects but also has its characteristics. The common features include the achievement of financial success, popularity, power, recognition of merit, and career growth by society, self-realization, and inner satisfaction. The distinguishing features involve the following: 1) – in Western culture, success is associated primarily with the achievement of financial independence, wealth, and career promotion. Whereas in Slavic culture, success is associated with victory in battle, with achievements in knowledge, winning sympathy; 2) the attitude of our people to those who are in need and less successful is sympathetic. Americans, on the other hand, if they do not despise, they do not show a drop of pity for the «losers». In their understanding, success depends entirely on the own efforts of the person, who must overcome possible difficulties and failures without expecting pity from anyone. Thus, Slavic culture is characterized by an understanding of success as a set of natural abilities and luck, which is not always measured by material factors. For Western culture, on the contrary, success is, above all, material goods, prosperity, financial stability, which is achieved through hard daily work (Goncharova, 2016).

Success as an essential component of human existence is the result of creative activity to recreate own «self», going beyond own life limitations, from natural determination and socio-cultural conditions. Success acts as a complex, multifaceted object of study. It is characterized by internal unity and contradictions. On one hand, success is a characteristic and indicator of the individual’s experience of their actions and efforts, and on the other hand, it is an indicator of the originality of own position among other people (Kuritskaya, 2012). The innovative function of higher education is manifested in the renewal of social values and norms through the development of new and the use of progressive values from the world educational experience, adequate to the socio-historical conditions of Ukraine. So in Ukraine education
must ensure not only the introduction of Western values and the development of global culture but also the preservation of the authentic values of our nation. «Eternal universal values can be a criterion for harmonizing these contradictory tendencies. The subject of reproduction of the cultural model of the unity of education and values in the conditions of globalization can be educated people in Ukraine» (Hubersky & Andrushchenko, 2008:166). Based on value orientations and ideals pedagogy it forms a specific program of educational activities that should prepare people for life in the context of existing realities, as well as in terms of a social ideal. So in Ukrainian pedagogical traditions success can be regarded as the result of well-thought-out, prepared tactics of the teacher, the family. Success contributes to the achievement of a person’s state of life satisfaction, which, in turn, is a breeding ground for further action that promotes the goal of self-realization. This condition stimulates growth, which does not necessarily have to be associated with traditional activities but may relate to the emotional, moral, spiritual maturity of a person or the development of other aspects of his/her potential, which is also a success in life (Romanovskyy, 2011:4).

The guiding principle of the pedagogy of success is the humanistic orientation of the educational process. This principle involves the creation of pedagogical conditions aimed at the disclosure and development of the abilities of the learner, positive self-realization. It includes the formation of professional self-awareness, which means self-education, self-esteem, self-control, self-programming for success; the development and widespread use of self-concept aimed at awareness of own capabilities, self-development, and self-improvement; recognition of the authority of the teacher and the use of his/her psychological and pedagogical experience in the educational process; cooperation of the teacher and the student; creating real models of success situations that provide opportunities for students to express themselves, to experience a sense of joy of success, to believe in themselves, in their strength; the use of new pedagogical technologies and methods that contribute to the personal development of students and their self-improvement; formation of students’ focus on successful professional activity; stimulating self-education and activation of independent work of students (Romanovskyy, 2011:6). So, as we can see student success in the Ukrainian higher education establishment is the development of personal characteristics and goals, self-improvement, but academic performance is also very important. The essence of student success is seen in the concept of efficiency, which can be explained as correlating the result of any process with the incurred costs of this process. Since the student’s activity has a decisive influence on educational achievement the success of the educational activity is considered as a characteristic of educational activity reflecting the effectiveness of this activity, the ratio of the costs incurred by the student, and the result obtained.

The Ukrainian model of life success is now of great interest, as it has changed in recent years. According to Ukrainian scientist Yu. Ilyina «a specific feature of the Ukrainian formula of success is that we focus mainly on common goals, dreams and pay relatively little attention to how they can be achieved» (Ilyina, 2009:105). That’s why our people often show the way of life when they underestimate ambitions, act cautiously, with limited initiative, copy someone’s model frequently, without considering their own decisions. They say to achieve success is to mean at the very beginning is to enhance requirements, set high goals, hard-reached horizons. But further in the process of the achievements due to different long checks, made mistakes and efforts the requirements and goals became reasonable and affordable. The peculiarity of the behavior of Ukrainians in achieving the chosen purposes is the rapid change of moods and attitudes towards themselves, their path to success, interest-only to own personality (Ilyina, 2009). The age of today’s higher education students (18-25) is a sensitive period for learning and developing goals. In this period mental models impose their filters on the model of «success»
which means that the success represented by 20-year-olds is significantly different from the success model of 30, 40, 50-year-olds. At present time in Ukraine the external motivations of education, the social prestige of higher education are significantly modified. So the personality of the student is also subject to changes as we can see «the phenomenon of the devaluation of adulthood has formed, and, therefore, problems with personal responsibility and maturity» (Kocharyan et al., 2009:380). Ukrainian model of student success is different from the American one. It is influenced by the socio-historical environment of the country, economic factors, business models, government and educational policies, etc. That is why the meaning of success for students in Ukraine can depend on different factors and demonstrate personal preferences despite the common for the USA idea of the «American Dream». According to the main principles of Ukrainian higher education reform, «high quality higher education is a public good that provides vast opportunities for self-realization of all citizens, promotes their democratic worldview, cultivates the ability to think critically, be responsible and demanding, be ready to defend their rights and freedoms and state independence of Ukraine».

It means that the quality of education influences student success at the present stage of the transformation of society. The success of educational activities depends on the characteristics of all components of the educational process. Based on the concept of pedagogical systems of Nina Kuzmina was proposed the classification of the factors of the success of educational activities, depending on which structural component of the pedagogical system a particular factor belongs to (Kuznetsov, 2001). This classification of factors of success allows us to consider the pedagogical phenomenon and its influence on the effectiveness of education. The factors are considered as experimentally identified reasons that affect the effectiveness of this activity and relate to any structural component of the pedagogical system in which it takes place. The significance of various factors for student success is not the same and depends on the choice of success criteria. Academic performance is determined by the whole complex of success factors, therefore, the influence of an individual factor can not be determined in terms of points. The factors related to the characteristics of the motivational sphere of the individual and the level of intellectual development have a decisive influence on the level of student success. The latter include the ability of students to use different modes of mental work. In this regard, a means of increasing student success can be a purposeful impact on subjective (related to the students themselves) factors of motivational and intellectual nature (Sidorchuk, Dubasenyuk, 2002). Ukrainian educators for student success use the terms «academic performance», «learning success», «learning efficiency», «educational success», which although similar in meaning but are not identical. University progress reflects the degree of knowledge, skills, and abilities established according to the standards of higher education, in terms of their comprehension, completeness, depth, strength (Dyachenko & Kandybovich, 1993)

Student success is not only a measure of cognitive activity in universities and colleges, which means the recorded level of knowledge and the degree of diligence. It is also important to consider the attitude of students to their specialty, their interests, and inclinations. The difference between «academic performance» and «student success» is obvious because the first term means training results and measures but the second one means the process and quality characteristics of studying. (Kocharyan et al., 2009). So the main criteria for student success and high-quality postsecondary education in Ukraine are quantitative indicators of the development of the higher education system in Ukraine; indicators that characterize the internal quality implementation of postsecondary education in higher education institutions; elements that characterize the external quality providing of higher education (Richnyy zvit Natsionalnoho ahentstva iz zabezpechennya yakosti vyshchoyi osvity za 2019 rik, 2020) The process of enhancing
the quality of higher education in Ukraine has just started and studying of student success is not sufficient. There are not many pieces of research about the retention and completion of Ukrainian students. Comparing with the active work of US universities about the recording indicators of the number of enrolled and graduated students, Ukrainian universities do not have or do not show this information. The statistics about students’ dropout is absent, but the numbers of a student entered in 2014 and graduated in 2018 is in 8,4 times lower (1 438 000 enrolled students and 171 000 of graduates). (Richnyy zvit Natsionalnoho ahentstva iz zabezpechen-nya yakosti vyshchoyi osvity za 2019 rik, 2020). Unfortunately, this situation does not give clear information about the effectiveness of Ukrainian higher education establishments. Also, it should be mentioned that the quality of graduates’ training is difficult to evaluate «because in Ukraine there has been no systematic monitoring of employees Therefore, it is impossible to say what percentage of young people found a job in general and in their specialty in particular» (Richnyy zvit Natsionalnoho ahentstva iz zabezpechennya yakosti vyshchoyi osvity za 2019 rik, 2020:26). So the actual task for universities and other institutions to create a system for tracking the trajectory and success of further career growth of graduates of higher education institutions for adequate analysis of the quality of higher education.

4. Conclusions

Thus, the term «success» can have different meanings and definitions in the scientific-pedagogical findings. In the terms of common understanding it means an activity that is accompanied by a certain emotional state, it is directed outward or inward and leads the subject to the desired result. This result is verified objectively or subjectively with the predictable or acceptable costs and for the desired period. For a long time within the American higher education system success is seen as measurable indicators of the effectiveness of institutions whereas Ukrainian educators considered it as part of different kinds of student development. The changes in societies caused the redetermination of this concept which leads to new perspectives in the field of US pedagogical and psychological research. In contrast in Ukraine only recently the attention to the student success problem was given and not much empirical data were obtained. Usually, in the training process, it is used and repeated a model of education activity leads to successful consequences. Ukrainian scholars directly link student success with the functioning of the intellect, the cognitive formations that provide individual «maps of the world» – mental models. The analysis also shows the need to combine multidisciplinary knowledge (from philosophy, medicine, sociology, pedagogy, and business models) with purely psychological achievements in the study of student success.
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